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ABSTRACT:- The data are generated by the sources are very
large in number with variety of form. These data are organized in
to specific format in order to handle properly. Data mining
methods are addressed various problem during data extraction
process to analytical process. The relevant data are extracted by
applying pattern over the huge databases. Association rule
mining introduces the method to extracts the related data from
the datasets using the performance metrics like support and
confidence. Traditional algorithm uses this metrics which is
restricted to common attribute format. This problem is addressed
by using generic attribute format with frequent pattern mining.
The main objective of the paper is to analyze the algorithm and
performance metrics related to the frequent patter mining or
relevant data. Association rule mining has analyzed with various
parameters in single connectivity and multi connectivity rules.
Social networking suffers various problem because of uncertain
data arrived for processing which is analyzed with various
efficiency related elements. The analysis and prediction are also
compared with the machine algorithms like classification and
clustering and so on. Various frequent pattern mining algorithm
is analyzed and review has been carried out based on the
performance level.
Index Terms— Data Mining, Frequent Pattern Mining,
Association Rule Mining, Machine Learning, Social Networking.

I. INTRODUCTION
Frequent item set is a subset of data mining which is used
to search the sequence of items with association for
maximum profit in the global market. The sequence is
identifying based on the customer behavior with huge
amount of existing knowledge. There are two important
attributes used in the analysis namely transactions and items.
In this algorithm the transaction and item sets should have at
least minimum support and confidence. The algorithm uses
recursive procedure for finding and generating new item sets
with maximum transactions.
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There are several algorithms are applied for finding frequent
items sets such as apriori algorithm, FP growth algorithm
and so on. Frequent items are searches from different data
bases like relational databases and transactional data bases
etc. The item sets are selected by performing correlation
analysis between various data sets based on their interest is
called association mining. The item sets are classified into
maximum, closed and K-item set. There are various
application area which covers by the association rule based
data selection namely prediction, web usage mining for
extraction. It has two stage processes they are frequent item
generation and rule generation. The main performance
bottleneck occurs due to the main memory usage because
the items sets are stored in the memory. If the data sets are
very less the main memory is enough whereas the larger
dataset are maintained in the disk for improving algorithm
efficiency. Nowadays the data are collected from various
sources with high dimensional data it will be maintained
proper manner. There are multiple passes can be executed
during items set identification. Initially, entire data sets are
considered and then applied filter for identifying L1 items
set. The operation for generation of item set is filter
operation followed by construction operation in multiple
passes in order to generate exact item set. Hash table
mechanism can be applied over the passes then multi hash is
extended for single pass. Randomized algorithm is also
applied for selecting random samples for generating
frequent items with high confidence level. Pattern matching
is a technique to finding a frequent item set but it lacks in
large number of scanning over database. This problem is
overcome by implementing tree based algorithm with
association property called FP tree. Frequent pattern mining
suffers a scalability problem due to distributed data in large
data storage with big data applications. It is applied to
various application areas which solves a data mining
problem such as web based application, software reliability
analysis, medical and engineering application through
relevant patterns. Sequential pattern mining is also applied
for generating items sets by applying association rule in
sequence order. Temporal pattern extraction process has
been applied over the GPS and location related contents.
Normally the data are categorized into certain data and
uncertain data. Certain data has high quality attributes and
relevant properties. Uncertain data are low quality in terms
of attributes and properties.
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Data privacy also handled with their boundary because the
real time data can crossed multiple regions. Association rule
mining process has been applied either online transactional
data as well as offline transaction. Online data are classified
into various types such as structured data, semis structure
data, unstructured data and quasi structure data. These data
are handled very difficult way so efficient method can be
implemented. The data types specification plays vital role in
the mining process they are streams, strings, spatial based
data, graph based and so on. Structured mining extracts the
data from semi structured data for generation of item sets.
Frequent pattern growth method is used to extract required
data items without generation of frequent sets when
compared to existing method o generation. Constraint based
data extraction process has been carried out for generating
relevant items which satisfies condition set. The number of
passes in the frequent pattern mining is reduced by applying
divide and conquers strategy by handling subsets of
candidate items are more frequent. Table 1 represents the
advantages of various basic algorithms.
Table 1 Merits of algorithms

II. ISSUES IN ASSOCIATION RULE MINING
Current FUP method suffers low efficiency problem for
updating new candidate set in the database. This problem is
overcome by implementing new rule mining algorithm has
been introduced with association relationship without any
change in the support and confidence parameter in the data
extraction process. This method is suitable for online data
mining with association rules [10]. Association rules are
categorized based on the dimensions such as single
dimensional and multidimensional with single connectivity
in the rules and it handling process. This process produced
only minimum number of rule which gives minimum set of
frequent item set, so multiple connectivity rule need to be
implemented for better performance. Multi connectivity
rules are complex to implement because of huge number of
defined rules. This will be tested by using double connected
association rule [26]. Most of the association rules are based
on the support and confidence metrics, so all the problems
are prepared to common set of attributes. The database
attributes are same in all the time which never gives
accurate output so it will be handled by using dual
confidence. it uses graph with corresponding weight for
rules for reducing the useless association rules. This method
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always based on the user interest and their own set of
attributes with maximum efficiency [7].
Tradition association rule with support and confidence
metric based method produced huge number of duplicate
and inaccurate rules leads the performance problem. This
problem is overcome by classifying the association rule as
accurate as well as inaccurate rules. Accurate rules are more
relevant rules which produced correct set of item sets
whereas inaccurate rules are irrelevant which produce wrong
result using correction parameter. It also improved by using
correlation with dual confidence for better result. The
number of rules is minimized by getting high level of
frequent item sets using efficient algorithms [16]. Data
mining is a process of extracting the facts by performing the
operation like classification, clustering, outlier analysis,
regression based and association rule based mining [17].
The business decisions are taken by the organization with
customer recommendation with strong association rules. The
huge data are handled by dividing the data into segment
based on the customer sentiments with association rules.
This is more suitable for unstructured data with relevant
association rules in order to take decisions by domain
experts [2].
Ontology is a method of organizing the topics with their
semantic relationships over various domain areas. One of
the major problem areas is gene organization in biology
domain. Gene ontology is applied in gene maintenance
through segment based annotations with multiple phases.
Association rule with weighted condition with relationship
provides expected result during data extraction. Predictive
association rule has been introduced over gene ontology as a
group by eliminating redundant ontology. The optimization
process also applied for achieving fruitful result with high
efficiency [9].
Traditional association rule based mining considered data
sets and transaction details in the database table. Database
always provides association relationship with available data
is called positive rules. The database with unavailable data
is extracted without any kind of known data is called
negative rules. These rules suffer conflicting issues while
handling the data. These rules are applied properly without
considering the redundant database scan and additional
metrics [5]. Recent development of E-commerce based
business is handled through information and communication
with high end data center using social media and internet
technologies. Transactions on internet grows enormously
because of huge number of data is produced by e-commerce
web application in an rapid manner.
Association rule based mining and recommendation
systems are followed by retain the customer in long term
business. Incremental through interactive mode of
association rule mining is used to perform online business
via web application [1]. Datasets used in the association rule
mining is a numerical attributes so all kind of data are
converted to numerical values before processing. Supervised
data is simple to convert when compared to unsupervised
data so it will be addressed carefully.
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Two-Step clustering method is used to determine the
conversion with unique data. It also considered the intervals
to evaluate various algorithms [19]. Various algorithms are
analyzed and identify the pros and cons of the association
rule mining in social media based data.
III. ISSUES IN FREQUENT PATTERN IN SOCIAL
NETWORKING
Social networking data are extracted based on
heterogeneous properties over different time intervals. These
behaviors are organized as a graph and sub graph whenever
the topology o the data gets changes. RB miner algorithm
considered regular interval for datasets which is acquired
from networks. It produces large number of dynamic data
which are abstracted in the sub graph itself, so it will be
considered during analysis [11]. Heterogeneous data are
produced by people in rapid without any time latency.
Social media mining technique is used to identify the
behavior of the youngsters. This will help to improve the
profit in the global market. Natural Language Processing
and frequent pattern mining are integrated for classifying the
trending topic with an efficient manner. The sentiment
analysis is carried out through textual information i.e.
tweeter data. The generic data handling process is done for
global trending. Behavioral pattern of recent trends are
analyzed and identified based on their interests in order to
improve the performance and efficiency [26].
Geotags are attached to the social media information is
used to track the end users activities and movements
periodically. These data are different in nature because of
the various vendors application handled as mobile as well as
web application. This is handled properly for accurate
analysis. Existing technique of handling these social media
pattern faces difficulty during data movement collection
process. This is overcome by using visual based interactive
system for better data exploration. heuristic model has been
introduced for eliminating uncertainty which is occur over
social media information [3].Most of the eastern countries
use social media for sharing the data globally. The social
data are represented in a generic manner by using natural
language processing technique. SFWI (Set of Frequent
Word Itemset) has been introduced by representing and
handling meaning of the data. Compact pattern mining with
incremental manner is considered for better understanding
and relationship.
The large text are handled as a small text by using tweeter
social media for experiment in order to use minimum time
as well as memory interaction [2]. Social data with common
groups and their relationships are similar when compared to
ungroup data. Common responses are analyzed through
frequent pattern mining through different social media data,
data sources and related rules. Individual member of the
group is consistent across each other with effective
behavior. If there are any changes in the group response
will provides the accurate data to the peers in the
corresponding group [7]. Social networking changes the
entire people life such as representation of data, groups and
communication between the person etc. the main challenges
in the knowledge extraction process is volume of data
because heterogeneous data are pulled the social networking
application. The stream of the data suffers issues during
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sharing of common data over individual as well as
community. Integration of FP-tree with LRU organization
provides better efficiency for discovering frequent and
association rules [8]. Social data are not true because the
data with sensitivity is never shared by any people who are
part of the social networking. Selection of the data is
problem during the data analysis. Integrated data are
handled for discovering a pattern with more accuracy
through demographics.
These data like audio, video, photographs and any form of
representation. The data structure which is used for
maintaining such types of data is a challenging task in
frequent item set generation [13]. Social stream streaming
identifies the controversial topics and objects through
pattern mining.
Sliding window based approach is
implemented for data streams. Peak time rumor data are
analyzed with various stages in order to captures the
frequent pattern as a single pattern. This kind of approach
also uses short texts which are extracted from long text by
using conversion method [18]. Social data are classified as
functional based behaviors and social based behaviors. The
users and its behaviors uses two different time plane for
collecting and analyzing different people data between
vertical and horizontal manner.
GSP (generalized sequential pattern algorithm) uses
frequent pattern of the certain people with accurate
prediction [6]. Frequent pattern mining suffers explosion in
pattern discovery and less descriptive pattern. This problem
is overcome by using distributed data handling with high
level of understanding over the pattern. Multimedia data are
considered with visual characteristics via vector based
cluster analysis. It handles the high dimensional data by
using dimensionality reduction methods [13].
IV. ISSUES IN FREQUENT PATTERN IN
MACHINE LEARNING
Machine learning with e-commerce data supports a novel
as well as accurate knowledge accumulation through past
information. Big data provides the services like decision
making over the organization by following frequent parent
rules. Initially the users are classified based on their interest
as a vector of features. These features are clustered and
classified according to the feasibility of the association rule
[5]. Pattern mining techniques is used to find the set of
frequent items from the item sets. Real time data are
predicted by considering application area such as policy
making in the business, recommendation systems in web
application, stock behavior and other relevant application.
There is a problem occur in the online sources due to data
transformation form one format to another format. The
solution of this problem is to maintain generic data set for
different kind of domain. Machine learning addresses this
problem by handling various data set in any format [16].
Machine learning uses instance based learning method for
minimizing memory requirement and running time in order
to improve the classification performance. Fuzzy based
requent pattern are handled by considering two level of
threshold.
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KNN (K-Nearest Neighbor) classifier uses for achieving
maximum accuracy[10]. NetFeatureMap is a representation
is used to describe extracted features from various data
sources with different format. Manual selection of the
features leads the inaccuracy problem which is handled by
introducing automatics way of extraction process i.e. via
intelligent agent. The agent extracts the features based on
the frequency of the occurred data items. Genetic
Algorithms uses the optimization function through heuristic
functions. The efficiency of the patterns are handled by
using frequent pattern based intelligent software agent [24].
Frequent pattern mining handles real time data such as
online streaming data, network traffic data, web data, record
stream data and other multimedia data. The non-frequent
data are removed from the set faces a problem due to
continuous arrival data from different sources. Efficient data
structure is used to maintain any kind of data using CPS-tree
with complete data stream. Depth its based scanning is done
by addressed the imbalance conditions over parallel
processing and its algorithm [25].

Utility bases data mining is introduced for achieving high
quality items set with association rules with better accuracy
[19]. Figure 1 shows that the comparison of various frequent
pattern mining algorithms.

Figure 1. Comparison of frequent pattern mining
algorithms
VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

V. ALGORITHM ANALYSIS OF FREQUENT
PATTERN MINING
Support Framework has been implemented for identifying
pattern by using raw frequency and also compared with
threshold value. This is used a property called phase wise
property for defining frequent patterns with item sets.
Frequency pattern mining with conditions are imposed in
order to generate item set is called constraint based frequent
pattern mining. The mining pattern is so large in volume
which leads the performance problem which is addressed by
using compressed version of frequent patterns. Join based
method generates new candidate set from already available
candidate set. Apriori algorithm is a level based algorithm
which generates new level from previous level. Direct
Hashing and Pruning (DHP) algorithm uses two
optimization method called pruning and trimming with
efficient support count metrics.
TreeProjection algorithm uses recursive projection in
hierarchical manner i.e. level by level. It uses depth first and
breath first traversal for identifying better candidate
generation migrated to one level to another level. It reduces
the level counting which improve the efficiency. VIPER
method is used to generate frequent pattern using bit vector
in compressed version is called snakes. This is the way to
count the frequent pattern from various data sources. FPgrowth algorithm explores the pattern from the
corresponding database with accurate item set count. It uses
a tree with constraints based transactions for frequent
pattern with labeling scheme. Association rule mining for
planning a travel by the customer using customized K-day
item sets [4].
Quine-McCluskey techniques are introduced by
evaluating the customer’s behaviors with clusters of
frequent items [2]. Mining operation is carried out over
XML data by traversing the node of an XML tree to find the
frequent patterns [17]. Normally the data are handled in the
mining methods are binary which leads the accuracy
problem, so decimal based mining has been introduced [3].
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Apriori algorithm extracts the frequent item sets from
large collection of data using association rule for better
analysis. FP-Growth (Frequent Pattern Growth) algorithm
performs mining for generating candidates using divide
and conquer methodology. It also retains the related
information of frequent item sets through association
process. EClaT (Equivalence Class Transformation)
algorithm extracts the suitable items from the collection of
data for all transaction. It uses vertical format which
maintains transaction into single record and database scan.
TreeProjection (TP) algorithm extracts the frequent item
sets by constructing lexicographic tree with various
searching method such as BFS, DFS and Combination of
these methods for better performance. COFI (CoOccurrence Frequent Item set) algorithm also mines the
item sets by pruning concept in order to reduce the
memory and usage with proper threshold level.
TM (Transaction Mapping) algorithm maps the different
locations transactions with specified time interval through
DFS search method over tree. LP-Growth (Linear Prefix
Growth) algorithm reduces the data which is required for
mining process by using linear prefix tree with arrays. It
mainly used for memory in more efficient manner [9].
The vertical and horizontal organization of algorithm
gives better comparisons and analysis with reduces
memory management techniques. The execution time of
various horizontal and vertical algorithms is show in figure
2 and figure 3 respectively. Figure 4 represents the
efficient memory usage of various algorithms.
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of this paper is to preform review of literature over frequent
pattern mining for item sets.
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